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Any sound classification of forests should aim at the selection 
of a restricted number of basic models, put into a clear systematic 
order by the use of objective and easily recognizable characteristics. 

Most classifications start from structural differences and varia
tions in floristic composition between forest types. They are phyto
geographical or phytosociological in their approach, taking into 
account site variations or differences in climatological and ecolo
gical conditions, but they do not consider the direct impact of 
man as a differentiating characteristic, nor do they assess the degree 
of change brought about by permanent or temporary use of the 
forest. 

The present classification makes use of the basic relationship 
between man and the forest: human intervention into the forest 
(silvicultural manipulation), the organisation of interventions 
(management) and the intentions of the human community (forest 
policy) are its parameter. 

The definitions presented at the "F.A.O. World Symposium 
on Man-made forest and their industrial importance" (Canberra, 
Australia, 1967) and the recommandations made by the "Working 
Group on Afforestation and Reforestation" of the European 
Forestry Commjssion O.C.D.E. are the object of a critical analyses. 

1. Existing terms and classifications 

Human impact on the forest has always been important and 
the part of the ~arth actually covered by absolutely untouched 
natural forests is far less considerable as was accepted some years 
ago. 



On the other hand it is not suitable to use the term artificial 
regeneration, as a specific characteristic for the man-made forest, 
as could erroneously be concluded from the British Commonwealth 
Forest Terminology defining it as "a forest crop raised artificially, 
either by sowing or by planting." 

The term "forest crop" already implies a restriction in the 
use of the forest, in that it does not consider the many exclusive 
functions a forest, created by sowing or planting, is able to fulfil. 

Besides the term "artificial regeneration" is not always under
stood in the same sense. 

To Bonnemann ("Waldbauliche Terminologie" Bd. 40, 
Schriftenreihe der Forstl. Fak. der Univ. Gottingen) artificial 
regeneration means "Begrundung eines Bestandes durch Saat oder 
Pflanzung" (Creation of a stand by sowing or planting). 

The "Working Group on Afforestation and Reforestation" 
(European Forestry Commission O.C.D.E.) holds a different 
opinion, defining artificial regeneration as "Restoration of forest 
cover by planting or sowing in the natural course of magement". 
It is not so obvious what is to be understood by "the natural course 
of management", but the O.C.D.E. definition implies that artificial 
regeneration has to do with the renewal of a pre-existing forest by 
a logical sequence of preconceived actions, which are part of a 
plan to establish a certain order in time and space. 

The idea of a remake of the forest stand is also to be found in 
the French terms « regeneration» or « rajeunissement ». 

From the point of view of sylvicultural technique it is not 
advisable to consider the act of planting or sowing as a distinguis
hing characteristic for the man-made forest in its traditional concept. 

10 Different regeneration types (artificial vs. natural regene
ration) can be at the origin of stands, that, in due course, will 
develop highly similar structural characteristics. 

2 0 In the same stand, artificial and natural regeneration are 
often used in the course of the same renewal process, but in 
different combinations. 

- underplanting (or sowing) in naturally regenerated stands; 
- advance planting (or sowing) on a site to be regenerated 

subsequently; 
- planting (or sowing) to complete an unsufficient natural 

regeneration; 
- planned mixing of the two types of regeneration to intro

duce non-present species. 

3 0 Silvicultural interventions to obtain natural regeneration 
(man-induced natural regeneration) can lead to a stand, which 
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is highly different from the one resulting from spontaneous regene
ration on the same site. 

4° Some forms of renewal of trees and stands (stool shoot, 
layer, sucker regeneration, die-back) occur spontaneously, but can 
also be systematically induced by man or indirectly provoked (forest 
fire, transport damage). In an attempt to make a distinction between 
"forests made by man" and "forests re-made by man", the terms 
"afforestation" and "reforestation" were introduced as differen
tiating characteristics. 

The O.C.D.E. Working Group defined "reforestation" as 
"reforestation of forest cover by planting or sowing, when it is not 
possible to effect this restoration in the normal course of manage
ment" as opposed to the preceding definition of "artificial regene
ration" (sowing or planting in the normal course of management). 

The term "normal course of management" is not clearly 
defined, as management objectives can change in the course of 
stand development or are influenced by unpredictable events and 
cutting practices. 

It therefore seems suitable to understand the O.C.D.E. defini
tion of artificial regeneration as the restoration of forest cover 
by sowing or planting shortly or immediately after cutting the 
previous stand. Subsequently, "reforestation" would then imply 
the acceptance of a considerable period of interruption, although 
of undefined lenght, extending from the disappearance of the 
previous stand to the act of planting or sowing to create a new one. 

There remains however some doubt about the value of these 
terms as a sound basis for forest classification. 

The same observation applies to the F.A.O. classification, 
worked out at the Canberra-Symposium along the following lines: 

1. Forest created by afforestation 
Creation of a forest on sites that were not covered by forest 
during the last 50 years. 

2. Forests arising from reforestation 
Creation of a forest on sites that were not devoid of a forest 
cover during all of the last 50 years. 
Commenting upon this definition, it was said that a fundamental 
difference exists between the new stand and the preceding forest: 
a) other species are used; 
b) the same species are used but with a different and superior 

genotype. 
3. Forests brought forth by artificial regeneration 

Forest cover present during the entire or part of the preceding 
period of 50 years. 
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The same tree species are used. 
Also called "Forests re-made by man". 

4. Forests originating from natural regeneration and after silvi
cultural intervention. 
Also called "Natural man-assisted forests.' 

5. Forests originating from natural regeneration and without any 
silvicultural interventiori. 

The weaker points of the classification are obvious. 

"Artificial regeneration" is used as a forest management term, 
although in fact it stands for, or represents a set of silvicultural 
actions and interventions to create a stand by artificial means, 
not making use of the spontaneous colonisation of the site. 

The term is more or less used in opposition to "afforestation" 
and "reforestation", which are silvicultural management terms. 

In practice the same techniques and artificial interventions 
are applied to afforestation and reforestation as well as to the quick 
renewal of a preceding forest immediately or shortly after its 
planned or accidental destruction. II therefore stands to reason 
that classes 1,2 and 3 have in common the methods and techniques 
for their creation and are fundamentally differentiated from each 
other only by the lenght of the period of time extending from the 
disappearance of the preceding forest to the creation of the new one: 

artificial regeneration: less than 5 years 
reforestation : not more than 50 years 
afforestation: more than 50 years 

Such a distinction is equivocal and arbitrary, as well as the 
implication that for reforestation new species should be used or 
the same species, though of a better genotype, as in the previous 
forest. This in fact can be done at every occasion: within the limit 
of less then 5 years after the disappearance of the preceding forest, 
or at any other moment by way of underplanting, in group regene
ration, etc. 

Nor is it advisable to restrict the qualification "man-made 
forest" to afforestations and reforestations as was proposed. 

In this case two consecutive forest generations could be ab
solutely indentical (tree species, spacing, planting technique, soil 
preparation, growth rate etc.) and nevertheless be put into different 
classes. 

A forest classification for practical use must start from easily 
discernable and lasting characteristics corresponding to variations 
in composition, structure, growth, form etc. Management charac
teristics, not reflected in the physionomy of the forest, are not 
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useful. Nearly identical forests should be classed together in any 
classification system. 

2. Revision of terms and basic options 

In working out a proposal for a new forest classification, a 
clear position should be taken with regard to matters and problems, 
directly or indirectly related to the object of classification. 

It therefore was thought suitable to express opinion on terms 
and definitions, used as a basis for classification. 

Regeneration (R) 

Basic definition: 
The replacement of one generation of trees building up a 
forest stand or being part of it by another generation of 
younger trees out of which a new forest stand or renewal 
of a part of the old stand arises. 

The term "regeneration" is a biological concept expressing 
the idea of "rejuvenation". It clearly implies the existence of a 
previous stand irrespective of the period of time, separating the 
two forest generations. 

This is logical, since the length of this period has no fundamen
tal importance; forests are only in exceptional cases to be made 
on sites where they never occured before. 

The term can be applied to all types ofthe F.A.O. classification 
and covers afforestations, reforestations, man-made forests and 
others as well. 

The regeneration of the forest follows one of three fundamen
tal time patterns: 

- continuous regeneration over a period of undefined length 
without any significant interruption. This is the case in some forests 
not yet touched by man or in the classical selection forest (Plenter
wald) of Central-European concept. 

- Regeneration ov r a fair ly long period covering an im
portant part oC th ag oC xploitability of the trees, the rotation 
accepted for n given for 5t stand or th age for the average tree 
to attain its maturity (V Jji.ingungsperiode = Regeneration 
period) 
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- Regeneration over an extremely short period, standing for 
one seed year or the time needed for immediate sowing or planting 
by man. 

Natural regeneration (NR) 

Basis definition: 
The appearance, in important numbers, of young rooted 
plants arising from seed germinating on the spot, but not 
intentionally deposited there to that purpose by man, in
cluding those produced, without any silvicultural inter
vention, from suckers, stool shoots and layers. 

Seed bearing trees in the immediate neighbourhood are 
mostly at the origin of natural regeneration, but also biotical and 
abiotical agents (birds, insects, mammals, wind, water) can carry 
seeds over a long distance. 

Natural regeneration leads mostly to the fixation of autoch
toneous tree species, local races and ecotypes. It can also result 
in the proliferation of exotic species and even their naturalisation 
(after repeated regeneration). 

Silvicultural intervention can be essential in deciding where 
and when regeneration will take place, and which species will 
build up the new stand. 

This case is defined as "man-assisted natural regeneration" 
(MANR) to distinguish it from "spontaneous natural regenera
tion" (SR), ansmg without any help nor preceded by planned 
silvicultural action, directly aiming at the establishment of re
generation. 

A rtificial regeneration (AR) 

Basic definition: 
The installation of a new forest stand by sowing or plan
ting for which all kinds of material (seed, rooted plants, 
suckers, layers, cuttings) can be used ,transported by man, 
often over a great distance from the place where it was 
collected or cultivated to the planting or sowing site. 

The "artificial" character of this type of regeneration appears 
from the fact that a well-organized order in time and space is 
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imposed by man, who decides about the rooting place and growing 
space allowed to each young tree. 

Other types of regeneration 

Quite often natural and artificial regeneration occur at about 
the same time and place. 

If the natural seedlings are not to be used ill the building up 
of a new stand or are considered non-existent or incovenient, the 
regeneration is considered "artificial". 

If, on the other hand, a wilful combination of the two forms 
of regeneration is made with the intention to give all elements 
a function in the building up of the new stand, it is advisable to 
use the term "fusionated regeneration". 

It is quite unimportant which type of regeneration arises first 
or serves as a protection or a complement to the other. It is evident 
that material, provided by either form of regeneration, can after
wards fulfil a cultural function or become a basic element of eco
nomic production. 

When transplants are used, collected from over-dense natural 
regenerations and planted out at a greater distance from 
each other or in a place where natural regeneration is failing, 
incomplete or unsatisfactory, the· result of this action is to be con
sidered a special type of artificial regeneration. The artificial 
character of the regeneration is determined by the transport of the 
material from the place of origin to the place of use, as well as by 
the technical interventions by which the plants were put into the 
soil following a pattern, worked out in advance. It stands to reason 
that the term "mixed regeneration" applies to the mixture of 
species undependent from the fact whether natural, artificial or 
fusionated regeneration is used. 

Forest 

It is taken for granted that "forest" implies a certain form or 
space (F.A.O. note: "Forest" implies width as well as length) 
and a certain density of the cover it provides, that may not sink 
permanently below a fixed level. 

It was suggested (Canberra-Symposium) that in younger 
stands the number of stems present (N) or a survival index (I) 
could be used as a temporary characteristic: 

Completely covered N > 1.000 ha 
Partially covered 1.000>N>300jha 
Badly covered N <300jha 

1 > 75 
75 %> 1>25 % 
1 < 25 % 
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These indications express in any case that a forest is supposed 
to be a more or less closed community, that loses its specific charac
ter the moment the contact between its components is permanently 
loosened up. But there is more to it. Considering that the prin
cipal distinguishing mark of the forest is its biocoenotica,l presence 
and its ecological impact on the environment-qualities it possesses 
even before human intervention and use start- it seems preferable 
to define the forest as 

- a dynamic community of trees, 

- growing in close social contact with each other in a 
relation of mutual protection and concurrence, the degree of which 
is determined by the rate of growth, the density of the canopy 
and the horizontal and vertical distribution of the trees, 

- forming with the site, on which it grows, a relatively 
independent ecological entity with a specific microclimatical 
character, 

- and showing a distuingishable biocoenotical structure, 
imposed by the relationship between the growing stock and the 
site and by the accompanying flora and fauna, living and deve
loping in a characteristic, qualitative and quantitative combination 
of species. 

The standing timber becomes of economic value only as soon 
as human use of the forest starts. In a relatively short time the 
latter can develop into the principal o~jective offorest management 
and silvicultural treatment, but it never is the essential charac
teristic of the forest. Economic use of the forest need not necessarily 
provoke a disrupture of the ecological equilibrum, nor lead to the 
neglect of all other functions of the forest. 

The one-sided promotion of timber production, aiming at 
the highest financial gain in the shortest period possible, usually 
has the replacement of natural regeneration by artificial regene
ration, extensive treatment and the application of clearcutting 
practices as a consequence. 

It ultimately leads to the disappearance of the "forest" and 
its replacement by the "timber plantation". 

The obvious total neglect of the direct economic aspects of 
timber production and a one-sided interest in the social, bio
ecological and protective function of the forest eventually leads 
to the creation of the "forest park" or "park forest", the "forest 
reserve" or the "protection forest". 
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Forest stand 

The forest stand is a part or a sub-division of the forest, big 
enough to be the object of an independent silvicultural treatment. 

It is supposed to be a separate ecological unity with its own 
microclimatical character. 

3. The basic units of the proposed classification 

The following forest types are used as basic units for classi-
fication: 

1. The natural forest 
2. The semi-natural forest 
3. The intermediary forest 
4. The artificial forest 
5. The naturalized forest 
6. The marignal forest forms 

1. The natural forest (1) 

Primary autochtoneous forest 
La foret naturelle 
Der N aturwald 
Het natuurlijk bos 

The main characteristics of the natural forest are the apparent 
absence of direct human intervention in past and present time, 
the exclusive occurence of autochtoneous tree species and the 
continuous renewal of the forest by spontaneous natural regene
ration without any outward assistance. 

As a consequence this kind of forest shows a high degree of 
ecological stability and little variation as far as standing volume 
and yearly increment are concerned. 

The structural complexity and the high number of species 
growing together in a typical combination are not to be considered 
as essential features. They are only typical for the climax stadium 
of natural forests on good sites where several tree species can grow 
and multiply. 

The natural forest does not necessarily present these charac
teristics on poor sites, in the struggle zone of the forest (alpine and 
northern forest border line) or in the very first stages of its develop
ment (recent colonisation of a new site). 
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It is not always possible to conclude with absolute certitude 
whether or not the evolution of the forest was influenced by human 
intervention at a certain moment or during a rather short period. 
A slight or accidental int rfer nc · do · s not necessarily modify the 
normaL 'volulion or cbang lh combination of species. 

I t is therefore proposed to use the term "virgin forest" (1.1) 
(Urwald, foret vierge, oerbos) if no trace of human intervention 
is detectable and to speak of a "pseudo virgin forest" (1.2) (Pseudo
Urwald, foret pseudo vierge, pseudo oerbos) if the influence of 
human intervention is apparent. Such an intervention must be 
accidental and may not have reduced the number of species. The 
upper limit can be fixed at a maximal reduction of 10 % of the 
growing stock by a single intervention or at 25 % over a period 
corresponding with the age of the average dominant tree. (A). 

2. The semi-natural forest (2) 

Der Semi-Naturwald 
La foret semi-naturelle 
Het semi-natuurlijk bos 

A semi-natural forest is exclusively composed of naturally 
regenerated autochtoneous tree species. Proof of non-accidental 
human intervention is evident, leading to a reduction of the stan
ding volume with 10 to 25 % at a given moment and with at least 
25 % of this volume by repeated interventions over a period cor
responding with the average age of the dominant trees. (A). 

In most cases this type of forest still shows the ecological stability, 
the intricate pattern of mixture and structure, the constant covering 
of the soil typical for the corresponding natural forest type. 

Human interference can have various consequences: 

- Natural regeneration remains the rule, but it varies 
between spontaneous and man-assisted or even man-directed 
natural regeneration. 

- Most often the number of tree species is reduced and the 
pattern of mixture modified, even to such a degree that structural 
changes with a direct impact on stand evolution occur. 

- The standing volume may be reduced, mostly by acciden
tal or unorganized interventions, to such a degree that complete 
recuperation becomes impossible. 

The reduction of stand volume may however also occur as a 
consequence of organized management or have a temporary 
character. 
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It is not impossible, on the other hand, that an increase of 
volume can be obtained and is aimed at by wilfully modifying the 
structure and the composition of the stand. 

The unmanaged semi-natural forest (2.1) 

Foret semi-naturelle non amen agee 
Semi-Naturwald ohne Hiebsregulierung 
Het onbeheerd semi-natuurlijk bos 

The term applies if human inl ric)" n' is unev nly spaced 
and not really organized, 110 management pLan exists or ev n no 
cutting scheme is made: Human intervention is accidental or not 
regularly r peat d. TJ1e ~\b enc ofsilvicultllral treatment i' vident. 

If the changes in stand volume are limited and no far-reaching 
modifications in stand structure have taken place so that all or 
most original tree speci are tilJ present in lh ir typical com
bination, the term' Illldcgraded (and unmanaged) semi-natural forest" 
(2.1.1 ) can be used [(Foret semi-natllrllc non-cI gradee ( t non
amenagce); undeggrai rter cmi-oaturwald (ohoe Hiebsregu
lierllng) ongedegracleercl (en onb heerd) semi-natllllrLijk bas)]. By 
prolong ·d absence of fu rther cuttings this type can com close to 
til pseudo-virgin forest; aft r one or more tree generatioos it may 
e n completely tak the asp ct of the origina l virgin forest. It is 
not excluded that some of the actual virgin forests or som con
sidered as such, at one time or other, belonged to this type. 

By the elaboration of a sound management plan, the unde
graded and unmanaged semi-natural forest can easily become an 
economic forest (EF) without having to change its basic structural 
characteristics in many cases. 

In the opposite case, where an importanl and Lasting decrease 
of the standing volume with at least 40 % at one time is evident and 
when profound tl'tlctural changes cause the modification of the 
pattern of mixtllreand the reduction of the number of tree species, 
the forest j onsidered as a "degraded (and unmanaged) semi-natural 
forest" (2.1.2 .) [( '01' t semi-naturell degradee (e t non-amen agee) . 
Degradiel tel' Semi-Naturwald ( hne Hieb regulierung) gede
gradeerd (en onbeheerd) s mi-natuurLijk bos).] 

If tand degradation ha arrived at a level, where it becomes 
quite impossible to reconstruct, by what vel' means, the original 
or an equivalent situation, characterized by a higl~ degree of bio
ecological stability and the presence of a maximal number of 
autochtoneOlls tree species, th degradation i called irr versible 
and the corresponding type " (unmanaged) semi-natural forest with 
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i1Te1Jel'sible degradation" (2 .1 .2.1.) [(ForAt semi-n turelLe (non 
amenage) a degradation irreversible; itT versibel degradiert r 
Semi-Naturwald (ohne Hiebsrcgulierung), (onbehe rd) semi
natuurlijk bas met l1Tcversib Ie cl egradatie).J 

If no care is taken of the forest at this stage, it very often 
breaks down completely, eventually provoking soil degradation 
and erosion. 

ndcr good ecological conditions and on the I ss expo. cd 
sites, a new forest type often appears, due to spontaneolls recoJonj
sation of th uncov r d area by non-toler nt spe-ies with easy 
seed dispel" ion. I u h a secondary formalion can b interesting fi'om 
an economi point or iew. It can even an"iv at a fair degree of 
stability, although, due to an ventuaL d crea ',e of soil fertility 
following d ' struction of the primary forest, the composition of th 
stand i poor · r and its tructur less intricate . 

If put under management the semi-natural forest with irre
versible degradation is due for direct transformation, using arti
ficial regeneration. 

In the" (umnanagcd) sem.i-natural forcst with relJersible degradation" 
(2.1.2 .2.) [(Foret semi-natu!" lie (non amenagec et) a degradation 
riv rsible; reversibel d 'gradi r r semi- atllrwald (ohne Hi bs
r glllierung) (onb herd) semi-natuurlUk bos m t re 1 ihel 
degradati )J the quilibriun1 hetwecn forest stand and it was 
never completely broken so that growing conditions and the possi
bilities for regeneration were not fundamentally changed. 

IfsponcaneoLls r gneration is abundant (numb r of seedlings, 
number of sp cies) shortly after partial destruction of the stand 
th ch.ances for complete rev rsal of the situation can be real, so 
that the ol'iginal or an equivalent type may arise after a rairI)1 
short period. 

Silvicultural interventions to promote a desirable evolution 
may be needed or at least helpful. 

The semi-natural forest under management (2.2) 

La foret semi-naturelle amenagee 
Semi-Naturwald mit Riebsregulierung 
Ret beheerd semi-natuurlijk bos. 

The moment a natural forest is brought under control and 
put to regular use by some kind of management plan, it becomes 
a semi-natural forest. 
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The semi-natural forest, whatever its ongm may be, often 
possesses a high potential for economic use, especially for timber 
production. 

A sound management of the semi-natural forest requires the 
unequivocal definition of the aims of silvicultural treatment regar
ding composition and structure of the stands, and elaborate choice 
of the methods and techniques to be used as well as a fair estimate 
of the optimal level of stand volume to be obtained. The recon
stitution of ecological and economic stand stability will undoubtly 
become the direct objective of the treatment. 

The treatment and the management of the semi-natural 
forest result unavoidably into its modification and amendment to 
a variable degree, depending on the basic ecological and floristic 
characteristics of the forest, the technological possibilities and the 
economic desirability. 

The semi-natural forest under management becomes in this 
wayan economic forest, the renewal of which is not only assisted 
by man, but in most cases even induced. (MIR = man-induced 
natural regeneration). 

In exceptional cases it is possible to aim at the fixation of a 
given stage of evolution of a semi-natural forest and to create a 
"stabilized semi-natural forest" (2.2.1) (Foret semi-naturelle fixee. 
Fixierter Semi-Naturwald. Gefixeerd semi-natuurlijk bos). 

Fixating a given evolution stage, it is of the utmost importance 
not to change the rhythm of stand growth and regeneration. 
Exploitation and renewal cuttings must be blended in a perfect 
way with the dynamic evolution of the forest and human inter
ventions must tend to become a copy of the natural phenomena, 
although they have to occur with a slightly shortened periodicity. 

Technical problems can arise by an insufficient concentration 
in space of the cuttings and by the necessity to accept an abstract 
structural model of the natural forest. It is in fact rather doubtful 
whether it is feasible to put an untouched natural forest under 
management without any modification. 

A more frequent case is the reconstruction and, consequently, 
the fixation at a superior level of evolution of a natural forest 
suffering from reversible degradation. It is in fact quite exceptional 
to wilfully give a permanent character to a degradation stage as it 
does not correspond with the productive capacity of the site and 
thus cannot be the ultimate o~jective of a normal management 
activity. 

To reconstruct a degraded semi-natural forest, use is made of 
natural regeneration of autochtoneous species, whether spontaneous 
or man-induced but, in any case, man-assisted. 
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This actIvIty implies continual care in the early stages of 
reconstruction and planned silvicultural treatment as well. 

This type of forest is to be called "reconstructed semi-natural 
forest" (2.2.2.) (Foret semi-naturelle reconstruite; rekonstruierter 
Semi -N a turwald; gereconstitueerd semi-natu urlij k bos). 

The superior level of evolution to be attained can be different 
depending on the degree of degradation, the quality of the site 
and the intensity of the treatment. It may be possible to arrive at 
a stabilized type of forest, corresponding with a stage of the former 
evolutionary sequence (sub-climax) on the site. Under exceptional 
conditions it may even be possible to recreate a situation, more or 
less comparable to the natural climax. In most cases, however, 
autochtoneous tree species appear that could not emerge as long 
as a dense cover existed. These may belong to earlier stages of 
natural evolution, but never grew together with the remaining 
species that belonged to later stages. If they are interesting enough 
from an economic, technological or cultural point of view, they 
may well be conserved and a new stabilized combination of tree 
species can be created and maintained by silvicultural treatment 
(para-climax) . 

In case planting and sowing are used to reconstruct the forest, 
it is no longer to be considered semi-natural. 

As management and treatment must start with a thorough 
investigation into the qualities of the species found in the natural 
forest, it may be judged opportune to favour some species more 
than others or to change their position in the stand fundamentally. 
Without eliminating a great number of species or none at all, a 
new pattern and a new degree of mixture can be obtained, reflected 
in modifications of stand structure (horizontal and vertical dispersal 
of the trees). 

The result of such treatment is called the "modified semi-natural 
forest" (2.2.3.) (Foret semi-naturelle remaniee; modifizierter Semi
Naturwald; geremanieerd semi-natuurlijk bos). 

As is quite often the case, especially on sites with a high number 
of tree species (tropical regions), silvicultural treatment and 
management directly start to favour a restricted number of the 
interesting ones and destructing the others systematically. When 
natural regeneration is the rule and no exotic species are intro
duced, the ensuing type is to be considered a "reduced semi-natural 
forest" (2.2.4.) (Foret semi-naturelle reduite. Vereinfachter Semi
N aturwald; gereduceerd semi-natuurlijk bos). 

In Europe, many so-called natural forests under management 
or forests treated on a natural or ecological basis belong to this type. 
(Beech forest, oak forest, larch forest, spruce forest, pine forest). 
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3. The intermediary forest (3) 

La foret intermediaire 
Der Intermediarwald 
Ret intermediaire bos 

Exclusive natural regeneration is one of the essential charac
teristics of the natural and the semi-natural forest. 

As soon as artificial regeneration comes into use, whether or 
not combined with natural regeneration, spontaneous or man
assisted, the forest is reverted to an intermediary position between 
the natural forest and the artificial or purely man-made forest. 

It will be considered an "intermediary forest" (3) as long as no 
more than 50 % of the growing stock is made up of artificial regene
ration, even if autochtoneous tree species are used to this end, and 
no more than 25 % of the growing stock in case non-autochtoneous 
or exotic species are introduced. 

The use of artificial regeneration changes in fact profoundly 
the dynamics of stand evolution, creates a different stand structure 
and calls for an intensive silvicultural intervention and treatment, 
with a direct impact on bio-ecological conditions and thus on 
growth. 

A recent trend in the regeneration of mixed stand, especially 
in those parts of Europe where a severe labour shortage is felt and 
the possibilities for mechanisation are limited, calls for the use of 
both artificial and natural regeneration, either simultaneously or 
consecutively, but within the limits of a normal regeneration 
period. 

The essential characteristic is that they occur on the same 
spot (stand, group, partial clear-cutting) and are intimately mixed 
or fusionated with each other. They give birth to a type to be 
indicated as an "intermediary forest with fusionated regeneration" (3.1) 
(Foret intermediaire a regeneration fusionnee. Intermediarwald 
mit gemischter Verjungung; Intermediair bos met gefusioneerde 
verjonging) that needs a rather complicated silvicultural treatment. 

As a rule, no preference is given as a matter of principle to 
one type of regeneration or the other: they complete each other, 
irrespective of the fact which of the two types was induced first. 
In the same line of thought the functional equivalence of both 
regeneration types is accepted: they can eventually produce 
elements for economic production or trees with a predominantly 
cultural function as well. 
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As soon as artificial regeneration is favoured unilaterally, so 
as to contribute to more than 50 % of all regeneration or if the 
part of introduced exotics exceeds 25 %, the forest is no longer to 
be considered as belonging to the intermediary type. It becomes 
a man-made forest in which naturally regeneration is not com
pletely neglected, but silvicultural management nevertheless gets 
the character of a real stand transformation or conversion. 

An intermediary transitional situation is also created when, 
outside a normal regeneration period and not using or neglecting 
spontaneous natural regeneration, new elements are introduced 
by sowing or planting. The main objective of this measure is to 
obtain a stand with a bigger volume and a higher potential for 
economic production. Either autochtoneous or exotic tree species 
can be introduced this way, but with the same restriction as applied 
to the former type (the introduced species will ultimately make 
out less than 50 % of the growing stock, less than 25 % for exotic 
species) . 

Because the principal aim of the intervention is to enrich the 
forest, the corresponding type is called "enriched intermediary forest" 
(3.2) (Foret enrichie intermediaire; angereicherter Intermediar
wald; aangerijkt intermediair bos). 

It must be stressed, that the enrichment has nothing to do 
with the reversal of a degradation, but only with the partial re
placement of elements of a well-equilibrated forest with a fairly 
low level of production by quicker growing or more valuable ones. 
The original elements are to be treated carefully with regard to 
their important bio-ecological function. 

A not so clearly distinguishable type is the "revalorized forest" 
(3.3) (Foret revalorisee; revalorisierter Wald; gerevaloriseerd bos) 
which arises from the rebuilding of a distinctly degraded forest by 
planting or sowing. 

Artificial regeneration is used because of lacking or insufficient 
natural regeneration. For revalorisation quick growing species are 
preferable. 

The remnants of the original forest must be conserved as well 
as possible, otherwise the artificial regeneration would have the 
character of a real transformation. 

Therefore any trace of natural regeneration is intensively 
cared for and cutting in the old stand are reduced to the minimum 
required for giving the younger plants the growing space they need. 
When the stand arrives at the stage of economic production the 
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remnants of the old stand should cover more than 50 % of the 
stand volume, otherwise the forest is to be considered artificial or 
man-made. 

La forH artificielle 
Der Kunstwald 
Het kunstmatig bos 

4. The artificial forest (4) 

The artificial forest is a real man-made forest, as it possesses 
the following characteristics: 

1 0 It is created exclusively by artificial regeneration by all 
kind of techniques and materials (sowing, planting, cuttings etc.) 

2 0 Creation of the new forest follows the wilful (clearcutting) 
or accidental (biotic or abiotic catastrophes) destruction of the 
preceding forest generation. 

The length of time between destruction and regeneration is 
immaterial: it can be a very long time, but in exceptionnal cases 
destruction and regeneration practically occur at the same time 
(stand transformation; highly mechanized replanting immediately 
after forest destruction). 

For regeneration all kind of species can be used (autochtoneous 
and exotic). The number of species is restricted and in most cases 
reduced to a single one, so that the artificial forest is predominantly 
homogeneous, at least at the moment of its creation. 

The trees are regularly and widely spaced so that complete 
covering of the soil is only obtained after some years. As the initial 
number of stems is remarkably low compared to natural regene
ration, genetic selection in the nursery takes the place of genotypic 
selection by silvicultural treatment, which must be less intensive 
than in mixed forests. 

In the man-made forest the use of conifers with a direct 
industrial value is prevailing. 

The most marginal form of artificial forest is the "transfor
mation" (4.1) (La transformation . Die mwaudlung, De omvor
ming) , It supposes the act of artificial regen ration immediately 
after partial clearcutting (group tltting) 0 1' v n b fore complete 
cutting of the old stand. 

In the first case it is called " direct transformation" (4.1.1.) 
(Transformation directe; direkte U mwandlung; direkte omvor-
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ming) and in the second case " indirect transformation" (4.l.2.) 
(Transformation indirecte; indirekte Umwandlung; indirekte 
omvorming). In both cases eventual regeneration, provided by 
the older seed trees, is never abundant nor taken much into con
sideration; it is simply used as a complement or to maintain a 
good soil covering. The transformation is essentially undertaken 
to replace one stand by an other. Out of a transformation a perma
nently or temporarily mixed stand may arise. 

The direct transformation leads to a horizontal pattern of 
mixture (group mixture), that is more apt to become permanent. 

By indirect tranformation a vertical pattern of mixture (indi
vidual mixture) is created, that tends to be more temporary, due 
to the necessity to remove gradually the old forest cover in favour 
of the underplantings, requiring more light once they are well
esta blished. 

The main advantage of indirect transformation is that it can 
be done without loss of increment; the two intertwined stands 
compensate each other and the rate of growth is clearly related to 
the varying density of the cover. 

The mixture is many times only temporary: Progressive 
removal of elements of the old stand leads to the replacement of 
one stand by an other. 

In the direct transformation, mixture becomes permanent 
(group mixture). 

If immediately after the removal of the old stand (clearcutting) 
an artificial regeneration is undertaken within a period of 5 years, 
the term "renewal" (4.2) (Renouvelement: Erneuerung; Bosver
nieuwing) is to be used. 

It is quite unimportant whether the same or other species, 
autochtoneous or exotic, are used, whether they are of a better 
genetic quality or not and which techniques or methods are chosen 
to arrive at a desirable result. 

It stands to reason that stand renewal, as well as reforestation 
or afforestation is very suitable to introduce better material and 
to rationalize treatment or management. 

Artificial regeneration of a stand at least 5 years and not more 
than 50 years after clearcutting or destruction of the previous 
stand is called a "reforestation" (4.3.) (Reboisement; Wiederauf
forstung; Herbebossing). 

If the period between cutting and planting outlasts 50 years 
the term "afforestation" (4.4) (Boisement; Aufforstung) is preferable. 
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Stand renewal, reforestation and afforestation have most 
characteristics in common. They are only differentiated by the 
convential length of the period between destruction of the pre
ceeding forest stand and regeneration. 

5. The naturali;:;edforest (5) 

La foret naturalisee 
Der naturalisierte Wald 
Het genaturaliseerd bos 

The introduction of exotic tree species, already some centuries 
ago in different parts of Europe, has lead w an equivocal situation 
with regard to their appreciation as basic elements. 

Some of them do not regenerate spontaneously or do not 
respond in a satisfactory way to regeneration cutting. Others re
generate quite easily, get intermixed with autochtoneous species 
and seem to adapt so well to the site, that they are nearly not 
distinguishable, from a silvicultural point of view, from indegenous 
species as far as their growth and position in the stand are con
cerned. To a third group belong the species which are to be labelled 
only after some hesitation as exotics because they were taken in 
adjoining natural areas of dispersion or were supposedly present 
on the site at one time or another. It is acceptable to consider 
species naturally regenerating easily in consecutive generations 
as naturalized. 

In the same line of thought, special consideration should be 
given to man-made forest types of autochtoneous ~ree species that 
are regenerated naturally at the end of the first artificial generation. 

A man-made forest, meaning a forest created by artificial 
regeneration, that is subsequently regenerated naturally is called 
a "naturali;:;edforest" (5) (Foret naturalisee; Naturalisierter Wald; 
Genaturaliseerd bos). 

In the case of exotic tree species it could be prudent to wait 
for a second natural regeneration before considering the species 
sifficiently naturalized to speak of a "naturali;:;edforest with introduced 
tree species" (5.1) (Foret naturalisee a essences introduites; naturali
sierter Wald mit eingefiihrten Baumarten; Genaturaliseerd bos 
met vreemde boomsoorten). 

In artificially created stands with autochtoneous tree species 
a first natural regeneration is sufficient to use the denomination of 
"naturali;:;edforest with autochtoneous tree species" (5.2.) (Foret natura
lisee a essences autochtones; N aturalisierter Wald mit einheimischen 
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Baumarten; Genaturaliseerd bos met autochtone boomsoorten). 
This type may well develop, in due time, into a semi-natural forest. 

6 . Marginal forest types and growing forms (6) 

A certain number of growing forms, natural or man-created, 
are dominated by the presence of trees, that can eventually have 
a direct on indirect economic value. For the sake of completing 
this classification they are summed up, without further comment. 

Their number is in fact not limited. 

The modification of this type of forest is not undertaken in 
most cases. Their conservation is the main objective of eventual 
management for many reasons. 

6.1. The forest with permanent incomplete cover 

Typical for the forest in the struggle-zone (alpine forest limit, 
northern forest, dune forest, mangrove etc.) 

The presence of high growing trees is not excluded. Natural 
regeneration, however widely spaced, ist mostly manifest. 

Due to the permanent action of extreme ecological factors 
with a destructive effect, the forest cover never becomes complete. 

6.2. The bush forest 

Forest with low growing tree species or bushes, representing 
a natural climax under critical ecological conditions or as a result 
of severe and irreversible degradation, due to the action of man. 

Spontaneous vegetative regeneration may be found next to 
natural regeneration by s\!ed. No measurable timber volume is 
present. 

6.3. The forest with vegetative regeneration 

6.3.1. The plantation 

Creation of a timber production unit by the exclusive use of 
vegetatively produced material (cuttings directly or indirectly 
planted out on the site). In most cases (poplar plantation) severely 
selected and highly superior genetic material, sometimes absolutely 
identical from a genetical point of view (clones) is used. 
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Index I Forest Type I Regeneration l Characteristics I Evolution 

3.2. Enriched interme- I AR + NR outside 
diary forest of normal regenera-

tion period 
-- - -

3.3. Revalorized inter- Rebu;lding after de-
mediary forest 'grariation by AR; 

"NR used 
- -- ---- --- ,-' 

4. Artificial forest AR EF made exclusively -+ CC and new 
by AR following de- AF 
struction preceding -+ Naturalized for-
forest est 

- "-- - - -
4.1. Transformation AR immediately af-

ter partial CC or 
before complete CC 
of whole stand 

- - - . . _- - -
4.1.1. Direct transforma-

I 

AR immediately af~ -+ disappearance 
tion ter partial CC --+ of mixture 

horizontal pattern of 
mixture 

-
4.1.2 . I Indirect transfor- AR before complete 

I mation CC of whole stand 
--+ vertical pat-
tern of mixture 

, 
4.2 . Renewal AR within 

after CC 
5 years 

4.3. Reforestation AR between 5 and 

! 
50 years after CC 

4.4. 

I 
Afforestation AR more than 50 

years after CC or 
stand destruction 

5. Naturalized forest MINR NR of artificial forest 
(EF) 

5.1. Naturalized forest Second NR of exotics 
with introduced 
species 

5.2. Naturalized forest First NR of autoch- -+ semi-natural 
with autochtoneous toneous species forest 
species -+ intermediary 

forest 

6. Marginal types 

6.1. Forest with perma- I Forest In struggle -+ stabilization 
nently incomplete zone 
cover 

6.2. Bush forest Low growing species -+ transformation 
under critical grow- -+ intermediary 
ing conditions forest 

6.3. Forest with vegeta- VR Mostly EF 
tive regeneration 

6.3.1. Plantation High growing trees CC 

I 
planted at regular 
space intervals. 
Plant material origi-
nating from cuttings 

6.3.2 Coppice VR Low growing bushes 

6.3.3. Coppice and stand- VR+ AR+NR Combination of re-
ards generation types 

Mixture of high -+ semi-natural 
growing trees with forest 
low growing bushes 

6.4. Multiple-use forest Different forms of 
use of forest 
Timber production 
secondary 

6.5. Rows Single or multiple 
rows without ecolog-
ical independence 
Several objectives 
possible 

Abreviations 

A average age of mature domimnant trees NR natural regeneration 
SF secondary forest AR artificial regeneration 

OC clearcutting 
EF economic forest (timber production) 
MAR man-assisted natural regeneration 
MIR man-induced natural regeneration 

SR spontaneous regeneration 
V stand volume in age of economic or maximal production 
VR vegetative regeneration 
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Index Forest Type 

1. Natural forest 

1.1. Virgin forest 

I Regeneration I Characteristics Evolution 

NR SR No treatment and Stabilized 
no management 
Autochtoneous spe-
cies 

--------------------·1----------------4 
No trace of human 
intervention 

1-------- - - 1- --- -- - - - -_. --------1--------1 
1.2. 

2. 

2.1. 

Pseudo virgih forest Accidental human 
intervention 
Maximal reduction 
with 10 % by single 
intervention; 25 % 
over period corre~ 

I sponding with A 
----------1--------------" 

Semi-natural forest NR 

Unmanaged seml- SR 
natural 

~utochtoneous spe
cies 
Reduction of: 10 to 
25 % by single inter
vention; more then 
25 % over period 
corresponding with 
A 

No management, no 
organized use. no 
treatment 

I----------------l---------------- 'I- -----------I------- -- -- -----------------1 
2.1.1. 

2.1.2. 

2.1.2.1. 

2.1.2.2. 

Undegraded semi
natural 

Degraded seml
natural forest 

Semi-natural forest 
with irreversible 
degradation 

Semi-natural forest 
with reversible de
gradation 

Most species still 
present 

V reduced with at 
least 40 % 
Modification of 
structure and pat
tern of mixture 

Impossible to recon
struct original or 
equivalent situation 

Loss ofbio-ecological 
stability 

Equlibrium not com
pletely broken 

Reversal of situation 
possible if abundant 
SR 

-+ pseudo-virgin 
forest 

-+ EF (put under 
management) 

-+ complete break
down 
-+ secondary forest 
with less tolerent 
species 

(SR) -+ EF 
-+ transformation 

(AR)-EF 

-+ pseudo-virgin 
forest 

-+ semi-natural for
est under man

agement 
1---------1-------1----- - -1--- -----1------- .. _. 

2.2. 

2.2.1. 

2.2.2. 

2.2.3. 

2.2.4. 

3. 

3.1. 

Semi-natural forest SR 
under management 

Stabilized seml-
natural forest 

Reconstructed 
semi-natural forest 

Modified semi
natural forest 

Reduced semi
natural forest 

MANR 

Intermediary forest AR + NR 
(SR or 
MANR) 

Intermediary forest 
with fusionated 
regeneration 

Management and 
regular use 

-+ EF 

Permanent character 
given to attained 
evolution stage 

Reversal of degra
dation toward higher 
level of evolution 
(sub-climax, climax 
or para-climax) 

New pattern and 
degree of mixture 
without elimination 
of species 

Reduction number 
of species 

-+ SF 

-+ inteImediary 
forest 

(byAR) 

EF with less than -+ mixed stands 
50 % of V composed 
by AR autochto-
neous species or by 
25 % AR exotics 

AR + NR at same 
spot either simulta
neously or consecu
tively but during 
same regeneration 
period 



High production, absence of silvicultural treatment, wide 
spacing, short rotation, clearcutting and rationalized management 
belong to the principal characteristics of the plantation. 

6.3.2. The coppice forest 

Low-growing forest, comparable to the bush forest as regards 
its physionomy, originated by vegetative reproduction on stools. 

The original material was planted or arose from natural 
regeneration. Treatment can be very intensive if a good market 
for timber of low dimensions exists. 

The coppice forest can be highly productive and by its con
version into a forest with high growing trees, the ensuing evolution 
may permit to obtain an intermediary forest or even a semi-natural 
forest. 

6.3.3. The forest with coppice and standards 

Forest composed out of coppice elements and high growing 
trees, in different combinations, but always intimately intermixed. 

Vegetative regeneration is the rule for the coppice elements, 
but the standards arise from aritificial or natural (generative) 
regeneration and from letting grow up coppice elements as well. 

The forest with coppice and standards can be highly productive 
and the object of intensive silvicultural treatment. 

Under favourable conditions it may even evolue toward a 
semi-natural forest or to an intermediary forest by way of trans
formation. 

6.4. The multiple-use forest 

Forests put to different kinds of uses (recreation, grazing, 
collection of secondary products, etc.) in which timber production 
is secundary, neglectable or not even considered. 

The direct and indirect economic value of such a forest can be 
important. Its social function is considered essential. 

6.5. H edg e ro ws 

Single or multiple rows of trees (road side planting, shelterbelts 
etc.), that do not build up a stabilized and independent ecological 
entity. 
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Their physical presence is of great importance and meets a 
particular need. The timber they produce can be valuable and of 
a certain importance in less forested countries. 

4. Conclusions 

The proposed classification of forests tries to establish a syste
matic order, based partly on morphological aspects of the fores t 
stand, but principally on the degree and the characteristics of 
human interference as expressed by use, treatment and the aims 
of management. Its application belongs essentially to the domain 
offorest policy. The number of types it covers is not to be considered 
limitative: practical use of the classification will give the oppor
tunity to find out its weaker points and eventually lead to necessary 
modifications. 

It can be used simultaneously with other classifications based 
on floristic, ecological, phytosoeiological and phytogeographical 
characteristics. Neither is it intended as a substitute for usual stand 
description, needed for planning management and silvicultural 
treatment, because it does not take into consideration the parti
cularities of the local situation. 

ZUSAMMENFASSUNG 

Eine Waldklassifikation auf Basis von Betriebsfiihrung und Behandlung 

Eine Waldklassifikation wil'd Yol'geschlagen, die Yon 6 Grundtypen 
ausgeht: 
l. Del' Natul'wald 
2. Del' Semi-Naturwald 
3. Del' Intermediiirwaid (Zwischenwald) 
4. Der Kunstwald 
5. Der naturaJisierte Wald 
6. Die marginalen Waldformen 

In del' vorgeschlagcnen Klassi1ikat ion wird vCl'sucht cine sysl 'malischc 
OrdnLlI g auszuarbeiten teilwei c ausg h 'nd von morphologis hen Bestandcs
m rkmaJcl}, .abel' VOl' . Hem von Art und Grad dcl' rnenschlichcn BceinRii ung 
wic dies' dutch B l1'1.ltzung, Behandlung und B ·tricbsfUhrung zum usdl'url 
gelangt. 'ie gchort daher wcscntLi.ch zum Gehiet del' FOl'stpoLilik. 

Die Anzahl del' aurgcfUhl'lcn Waldtypcll ist nicht als 'ndgiiltig zu b·-
lrachten: Die ()l'aktisch nwcndung del' vorlicgcncLcn Klassifikation wird 
moglichcl'w is Zll Ilotw ndigen fodifikationcn ftihrcn. 

Si kann ausscrdcm glcichzcitig mit andel'l1 K lassiA kationcn die von 
floristischeu, ockologischcll , pflanzen$oziologisch n oder pflanzcngcogl'apllischcn 
_Merkmal'l1 ausg hen vcrwcndct wcrc\ n. Sic ist auch nieht zu bctrachtcn als 
ciuen Ersatz rUr eli ubli h V\'alcl- unci 13 tandesbcschreibung, wi • diese zwecks 
waldbaulicher Planung lUld FOl'stcinrichtung gemaeht wird, indem sic dCIl 
ortlichen Spezialeigemchaften des Waldbestandl'S kcinc Rechnung triigt. 
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RESUME 

Classification des forets basee sur l'aJnenageJnent et Ie traiteJnent 

Une classification des forc':ts est e1aboree acceptant 6 types principaux : 
1. La foret naturelle 
2. La foret semi-naturelle 
3. La foret intermediaire 
4. La foret artificielle 
5. La foret natura1isee 
). Les formes mal'gi.nal.es 

Elle sc propos d'ctab1ir un ol'drc systematiquc se basant partiellcmcnt sur 
I aspe t morphologique du p 'uplemcnt fOrc.5tie l·, mais surtout stir Ie caraeter' 
ct le degd: d I in terference hu main telle que cellc-ci 1I manireste par I' mploi 
Ie trairemcnt ct I'amcnagernent de la fOl·cl. Son application l'l~ id don essen
liell ment dans Ic do maine de 1a politiquc forcsl.i.cre. 

L nombl'c de typ . qu'clle con.;oit n'cst pas limitatif; L'application ct la 
critique raison nee de la cla. ification cntl'aiocront I . modificatiolls necessaircs. 

E lle se prete d'ailleurs a I' mploi simultanC: av c d a~lb'cs classifications, 
base' SUI' des caractCJ'istiques AOl'istiqucs, ccologi.ques, phytosociologiques ou 
phycogcographiqllcs des p uplameJlts forcstiers. 

Elle n'est pas d stille a I' mplac l' la des ription u uelle des p uplemcofl, 
te lle qu' '110 cst conr;u comme poinf (\e depart cill ta'aitcmenl sylvicole et de 
l'anH~nagemcnc des fOI"~ts, pliisqu'cUc nc tient pas compte des pa lt i 'll iarites 
locales des pellplements. 

SAMENVATTING 

Bosklassifikatie gebaseerd op bedrijfsvoering en behandeling 

Een bosklassifikatie werd tlitgewerkt, waarbij 6 basistypen worden aan-
genomen: 

I . Het natuurlijk bos 
2. H et serni-natuurlijk bos 
3. Het intermediair bos (overgangsbos) 
9. Het kunstmatig bos 
5. H et genaturaliseerd bos 
6 . D' marginale bOSvOl'mcn 

Dcze klassifikatie st ·It zich tot clocl cen systematische ol'cic tot stand tc 
hrcngen, die u,itgaat van dc be.~tand morphologie, maar vooral van aard en 
graacl van menselijkc beinvloeding, zoals deze tot llili ng komen door bosgcbruik 
bosbehalldcling en bosberu·ijrsvocring. Haal' toepassing b 'hoort dcrhalve in 
de CI'StC p laats tot het g bi cl van d . bospolilick. 

H et aanlal opg nomen bostyp is ni t a ls . n b perking to. bcscholtwcn. 
Dc toepassi.n~ van de klassifikatie en een bered neerde k 'itiek van de moeilijk
heelen, die zi,l kan oplcvercn kunncn hct uitgangspunt worden Vtlll later aru,
pas.~i ngen. 

U iteraarcl kan dez klass.ifikati teg lijkertijd toeg past worden mel andcrc 
.klassifikatiesystemen, dic lIi tgaan van d ' flol'istischc, t;k010gisch , phytosocio
logische of phytogcografischckcnmerken van de bosbestandcn. 

Zij is ook niet ontworpen tot vcr'vangin van d g brllikelijkc bcstands
b~chrijvjng, d i ' wordl aang'w 'nu als uitgangspllnt voor bosbchandel.ing en 
bosbecLrijfsvo rinS', omdat zij ge n r kcning hOllcle m'l cl sp' iii k k nmcrk(~n 
vun cen gcgcvcn loka l . tocstand. 
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